Abstract-Previous studies on estimating software reliability employed statistical functions for next system failure prediction. These models used parameters based on assumptions regarding the nature of software faults and debugging process. However, none of the existing models, attempted on ensuring reliable runtime system operation. To serve the current demand of autonomous, reliable, service-oriented software, we present a novel approach for runtime reliability estimation of executable software. The approach can help control software execution at runtime by monitoring software state-to-state transition at runtime. The approach involves representing executable software as an automata using opcode extracted from executable code. The extracted opcode is then used to learn stochastic finite state machine (SFSM) representation of executable software which is later employed to trace software state-to-state transition at each runtime instance. An evaluation of our approach on Java-based Chart generator application is also discussed to explain how we can ensure reliable software execution and prevent software failures at runtime with the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modern computing paradigms like Ubiquitous, Autonomic, Self-Healing and Fault-Tolerant computing [1] [2] [3] [4] are reliable by definition. Current real-time software applications are also expected to perform their services in a reliable manner [5] . Since its inception, varied models have been applied to software reliability estimation [6] . Most of these software reliability estimation models are analytical models [7] . These models consider software to be a black box and estimate the parameters used from available post-failure data [6] [7] . Over two-hundred models already exist for estimating reliability of different software systems. However, the realism of the underlying assumptions of these models and the accuracy of their estimates remains questionable [7] .
Reliability is a dominant issue in computing and is the main concern behind the line of research presented in this paper. Modern computing and communication infrastructures demand reliable operation as an essential requirement. In conventional reliability models, statistical functions based on certain unknown parameters were employed [8] . The parameter values were determined using post-failure data [7] . Most of these model estimates are unreliable, far from reality and their accuracy debatable [7] . Further none of these models have tried to reduce or eliminate software failure. All conventional software reliability estimation models attempt at only reliability analysis [9] . None of the available models tries to establish techniques that ensure lifetime utility of software.
To handle the problem of software reliability we propose to monitor runtime software execution. Unexpected software behavior and crashes at runtime can be easily avoided or controlled by monitoring runtime software behavior [10] [11] [12] . This will help verify whether the execution was correct. Further the model shall help detect errors and avoid them. All software reliability estimation models have assumptions, functions and parameters in common [7] . However, none of the current models take into account the fact that software during execution is an automaton. Hence its reliability should be analogous to the reliability of the automata representing it. We argue that each software execution is 100% reliable if it produces correct output. Similarly, in case the software generates an undesirable output it is 0% reliable. For customers, this is the only meaning of software reliability. Hence, complex mathematical and statistical parameters to estimate software reliability are useless in reality.
In this paper, we investigate whether software behavior at runtime can be controlled on a per instance basis. If incorrect system states can be identified at runtime, any of the current reliability estimation models can be adapted to calculate software reliability using the above estimates. We propose that an automata-based software reliability estimation framework which extracts finite automaton representation of runtime software using bytecode features. The approach does not use any unrealistic assumptions or statistical parameters for reliability estimation [7] . Instead it utilizes operation codes or opcodes from bytecode at runtime to trace the execution sequence of instructions and next software state at runtime. From this information about software state-tostate transition, the model can avoid fault execution as well as ensure correct software execution at runtime.
The automata-based software reliability model utilizes finite state machine (FSM) representation of executable software to estimate system reliability at any point during the software life cycle. All software execute as a finite state machine (FSM). Hence, a Finite State representation of executable software is the most appropriate representation of the various system states and the transitions resulting in state change.
The broad goal of our research is to make available an automata-based reliability estimation framework that can be used across the software life cycle to ensure that the software performs reliably at any point of time despite errors in the system. We also aim to control the system from executing such faults. This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 examines how opcodes form the basis of executable code. Section 3 throws light on any related work employing our proposed approach. Section 4 proposes the automata-based reliability approach. Section 5 elaborates application of the above approach to ensure uninhibited software operation despite the occurrence of faults. We close this paper by evaluating the pros and cons of this research in Section 6.
II. EXECUTABLE SOFTWARE REPRESENTATION USING OPCODE
The general format of each machine language instruction is constituted using opcode and operands [13] . The operands can be a memory address, a register or a value [13] . Opcode is short for operational code. At its simplest it is a subset of machine language instructions that denote the operation to be performed [13] . Opcodes are the heart of machine language instruction set. Interestingly opcodes can also be found in bytecodes of Java class files, bytecodes of compiled LISP code, .NET common Intermediate Language and many other programming languages [13] .
We propose that as opcode controls software execution, it can also be used as the basis to ensure fault-free software execution. The opcode sequences in program code drive software transition from one state to another. Utilizing this basic attribute of software operation we propose to control software reliability. For implementation of the same we propose an automatabased software reliability model in section IV.
III. RELATED WORK
Automata-Based Software Execution is a very naive domain. Recently the importance of formal languages has been used for controlling software implementations. Ref. [14] proposed use of formal languages of finite words between control designs and software implementations. Their work proves that finite automata provides analyzable representations of software implementations and can help capture interesting specifications of switched linear systems [14] . Ref. [15] applied automaton as a basis for recognizing sequences semantically equivalent to a base program sequence during concurrent program execution. As part of their automata-based testing model implemented on Java-based multi-threaded program authors in [15] have designed and implemented key components including automata-generator, program transformer and replay controller. All the components have been designed in accordance to adopt an automaton. Ref. [16] employed automaton as a basis to formalize confidentiality of secret information manipulated by a program. In comparison to static checking, automatonbased monitoring of information flow in a program offers dynamic control of program execution including forbidding dangerous actions. Ref. [17] authors have developed visual software building, verification and validation tool to help in automat-based software development. The tool helps debug software under study in terms of automata. The tool is being continuously upgraded and the current version available is UniMod 4.3. However, the tool functionality is limited in expanse that it can only help in software debugging and verification. Automata have also made its way through in automated robotic systems. Ref. [18] worked upon a novel robotic motion planning model using hierarchical model checking. In this case, notably the robot and its functional environment are all modeled as a timed automaton. System requirements are also formalized using Computational Tree Logic (CTL) formulas. Ref. [19] suggested learning automata based trust model for portioning user-based agents to fair and unfair groups of services available in a service-oriented environment.
The above discussion establishes how slowly automata-based models are penetrating into different software application domains where reliable program execution is of prime concern. Taking note of the above, we have proposed an automata-based software reliability model that can help sustain failure-free software execution at runtime.
IV. AUTOMATA-BASED SOFTWARE RELIABILITY MODEL
Software executes as a system of finite states. Every state has a probability of transition either to the next correct state or incorrect state. Hence software is a probabilistic system. To ensure reliable operation, we need a formal model to analyze such asynchronous programs with discrete probabilistic choices. To accurately control reliable or fault-free operation of such a system we propose the use of probabilistic automata. In theoretical computer science, the automaton or finite state machine (FSM) is a mathematical model of computation [20] . It has formed the basis for both computer programs and sequential logic circuits for long. Actually it is an abstract machine that is in any one of a finite number of states at any given time. This abstract machine can be formally defined as a quintuple (∑, Q, q0, δ, F) where [20] :
 ∑ is the finite set of input symbols (a finite, non empty set of symbols)  Q is a finite, nonempty set of states.  q0 is the initial state, an element of Q.  δ is the state-transition function, δ: Q Χ ∑  Q  F is the set of final states, a subset of Q.
The above formalism can be used as a basis to monitor software at runtime. Executable software is an automaton which on receiving an input string 'a' may transit from its current state to the next state. If the next state, q' belongs to Q and the software finally terminates in some state qf belongs to F (qf ∈ F), then the software is 100% reliable. However, if at any point during its execution the next state q' does not belong to F ( ∉ F), then the software is executing a fault and is 0% reliable. Hence the runtime model of software can be represented through a probabilistic finite automata model. The probabilistic automaton is also a quintuple like an ordinary automaton [20] . However, it is different as here the transition function δ is defined as [20] :
Here, P (Q) denotes power set of Q. The above transition function can be expressed as a membership function [20] : × Σ × → {0,1}
such that
and
Hence in a probabilistic automaton the target of a transition is a probabilistic choice over several next states. For instance, a transition may reach the correct next state with probability of ½ and incorrect state with probability ½ too [20] . Thus in probabilistic automaton a transition relates a state and an action to a probability distribution over a set of states.
On basis of the above discussion, we now develop an approach for software reliability estimation based on probabilistic automata. This approach provides a model that is simple, formally sound and practically useful. The model permits the tracing and control of next possible software state. The information can then be used to ensure failure-free software execution and analyze software feasibility.
The conventional models for software reliability estimation quantify reliability as the absence of failures from a system. Contrastingly they compute reliability using failure data (brute force) [21] .
Software Architecture is a key means for achieving understandability of the complex, real-time software systems [22] . In present times when real-time software is expected to perform despite faults, a finite state-based software representation scheme is used to represent and control software execution. This state-based software representation is built using actual executable code. Hence, it showcases the actual states software can acquire during its operation along with the possible paths to the final desirable as well undesirable states.
To achieve this software representation, we propose an automata-based software reliability model.
The notations used in the model are described in Table  1 below: Table 1 . Notations for the Automata-Based Software Reliability Model
G(V,E)
Graph Representation of executable software as a set of V nodes and E links.
R(Q)
Reliability of a software as a set of Q components or nodes The primary goal of this automata-based software reliability model is to provide automated support for model construction and next state knowledge base generation. The model controls software execution using the fact that future or next software state depend on the present state and input instruction [23] .The model uses the above model and data to maximize runtime software reliability.
The algorithm extends the usage of stochastic finite state automata formalism for runtime software representation and control. The stochastic finite automaton model obtained utilizes the rules laid in eqn. Step 4: Check for end of file; assign it as the final node of the FSM.
Step 5:
Introduce an error node in the FSM, linked to all existing nodes.
Step 
Initialize Software Execution
Step 7: Receive input node qi and assembly opcode, ai.
Step 8:
Validate next node from next_state transition table using eqn. (3) and (4). If (3) is true allow transition to next node.
Step 9: Increase the probability of execution of last traversed node by a unit.
Step 10: If eqn. (4) is true, halt system execution. Set the probability of execution, Vij of node qi resulting in error node as 0 and record it to faulty_node table.
Phase III: Fault Avoidance
Step 11: Repeat steps 12-13 till last executable instruction.
Step 12: If step 10 executes, check for alternate next node using Djikstra's algorithm [11] . Else, let the software execute.
Step 13: Continue software execution using the next alternate node.
Phase IV: Software Maintenance
Step 14:
Record the complete path of the successful execution to alternate_path table.
We demonstrate the step by step implementation of the above algorithm on a class of real world Java-Based ChartGenerator application developed by PostGraduate students.
Phase I
Step 0: The equivalent assembly code for the Java class LineGraphSales.class was obtained by disassembling the executable .class file. Figure 1 below depicts a portion of the same. Step 3, 4 &5: equivalent FSM was generated using the same. The equivalent FSM representation for the executable file LineGraphSales.class is depicted in Figure  2 Step 6: Initially as each node of the above FSM has equal probability of failure, we assign each node an equal weight Vij as per equation (2) . Figure 3 next depicts the Stochastic Finite State Machine obtained at the end of this step.
At the end of phase I, stochastic finite state representation of software is obtained. The automatabased reliability model can now serve as a control tool that can control, monitor and trace each software execution. At this point it is important to note that during each execution, software may not traverse all connected nodes in its automata representation. Instead for each execution, software traverses a set of nodes starting from the initial node till it terminates. Hence, for each execution software traverses a path P
is a set of nodes such that ∈ , the selection of Q is guided through user input.
We now discuss the case here for correct software execution. 
Phase II
We demonstrate Phase II of the application by taking an execution instance of the LineGraphSales class. Let's say the LineGraphSales class follows the following path (depicted in Figure 3 using bold, solid lines).
( ) = ( , 0 , 8 , 7 , 0 , 2 , 7 , 15 , 0 , 7 , ) (6) Step7-9: As the above path starts from the initial node, we keep increasing the probability of each node traversed by the software by a unit. As a result the traversed nodes have a higher probability than the non-traversed nodes.
Phase III and IV
Step 11-14: Software terminates successfully and the path traversed is recorded as a log entry to the alternate_path table.
V. MODEL EVALUATION
Accurate monitoring of reliable software operation has become increasingly important due to the expensive impact of software failures and recovering from them. The proposed automata-based software reliability model is an attempt to achieve the same. The model unlike its conventional counterparts does not stop at simply estimating the reliability value of software. Instead the model is designed to enable early fault detection and avoidance. The model is a novel breakthrough towards solving the software reliability challenge.
All conventional software reliability models depend on either the number of variables related to the software development process, the failure process or the fault object. The proposed automata-based software reliability model does not utilize any such mathematical variables or functions. Instead the model utilizes software state and input information to control software behavior at runtime. As a result the proposed model is simpler and direct in its approach in comparison to its confusing counterparts.
None of the conventional software reliability models can be generically applied to all software systems of any size. Engineers need to make a choice for the appropriate model that suits the data available with the software [24] . The proposed automata-based software reliability model can be generically applied to all software systems of any size, complexity or based on any technology. For application of this model no consideration of the available data from the software is important.
We now compare the model with its conventional counterparts using some comparison criteria identified in [8, 24] . The criteria are the most common criteria used to make a choice between different conventional reliability models. The comparison criteria discussed above compares the proposed automata-based software reliability models with its conventional counterparts on a common basis. The framework of comparison criteria and the information gathered in support of the proposed model clearly shows that the proposed model is a better choice as compared to its conventional counterparts.
VI. CONCLUSION
An approach to software reliability based on theory of automata has been derived. Various methods based on the theory of probability and statistics have been used to assess reliability of elements in hardware structures [1] . This approach establishes a model that is simple, mathematically verifiable and directly implementable on software at runtime. The model permits the monitor and control of software execution at runtime. The state transition information collected on basis of opcode constituting program code can then be linked to actual state transition of the software at runtime. In case the software acquires an allowable transition, then it is performing reliably. However any non-allowable transition indicates that the software shall execute a fault. The model can work as a control tool on top of any software to avoid fault execution. Further if we integrate this model directly at the intermediate code generation phase of a compiler, engineers can decide about the feasibility of a software project.
Use of finite state representation technology suffers from the state explosion problem [25] . The size of a finite state model may increase exponentially as the number of components grows. However, automata-based reliability model controls this problem to a large extent in the following way:
 The model generates a unique state for a unique opcode instruction. The instruction set for every programming language is finite. Hence the next_state transition table for each runtime software code shall be represented through finite state model irrespective of code size.
Our conclusion from this work is rather positive. All conventional reliability models give unacceptably optimistic reliability predictions. The proposed model does not attempt at any kind of data-driven predictions. Instead, the model controls reliability at runtime through the use of a next_state transition knowledgebase. The next_state transition knowledge base uses opcode instructions to calculate the next software state. Preliminary testing of the model has been done. However, its establishment as a generic model requires its conversion to a software tool. We are working on the same at the time of this writing. Though the proposed model is successful in controlling and avoiding all software faults. However, the approach shall be unable to control hardware faults that may result in software failure.
